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on the edge in perfect shelter, even when to venture off it was
to be beaten down on to the surface of the water by the strength
of the wind. Some of our party visited the fiord on a second
occasion to try to obtain photographs; it was blowing at the
time a severe gale, and the ^effect was magical. The squalls,
known as " williwaws," rushed down the ravine in such force
that the powerful little launch was brought to a standstill. They
lashed the water into waves, and then turned the foaming crests
into spray, till the whole surface presented the aspect of a fiercely
boiling cauldron, through which glimpses could be caught from
time to time of the dark cliffs above.
While S. and I were visiting the glacier gorge, the two other
members of the party were exploring the last portion of the
inlet named on the chart the Lobo Arm.   It terminated on low
ground, on which stood the frame of an Indian hut, and pieces
of timber had been laid down to form a portage for canoes.
A few steps showed that the low ground extended only for
some 160 yards, while beyond this was another piece of water
which had the appearance of an inland lake, some three miles
long and a mile wide.  The portage end of the-water was vaguely
shown on the chart of Port Churruca, but there was no indica-
tion of anything of the land on the general map of Desolation
Island. Our curiosity was mildly excited, and we all visited the
place; one of our number remarked that" the water was slightly
salt," another that there " were tidal indications," a third that
" from higher ground the valley seemed to go on indefinitely.'*
At last the map was again and more seriously examined, and .
it was seen that, while there were no signs of this water, there
were on the opposite side of the island the commencements of
two inlets from the open sea, neither of which had been followed
up: the more northerly of these,was immediately opposite Port
Churruca.   " If," we all agreed," our lake is not a lake at all, but
a fiord "—and to this every appearance pointed—" it is in all
probability the termination of this northern inlet, and Desolation
Island is cut in two except for the small isthmus with the portage/'
Then a great ardour of exploration seizecj us, Mr. Cony-fell a
victim to it, Mr. Gillam feE likewise, and we refused to be de-
pressed fey Mr. Ritchie's dictum that it had " nothing to do with
serious navigation."   We wrestled with a conscientious con-
viction that it .fcad certainly nothing to do. with Easter Island,

